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Whatever happened to him actually outshines anything I’ve had my James Bond do. —Ian
FlemingJames Bond: author, ornithologist, marksman, and . . . identity-theft victim? When James
Bond published his landmark book, Birds of the West Indies, he had no idea it would set in
motion events that would link him to the most iconic spy in the Western world and turn his life
upside down. Born into a wealthy family but cut off in his early twenties, James Bond took off to
the West Indies in search of adventure. Armed with arsenic and a shotgun, he took months-long
excursions to the Caribbean to collect material for his iconic book, Birds of the West Indies,
navigating snake-infested swamps, sleeping in hammocks, and island-hopping on tramp
steamers and primitive boats. Packed with archival photos, many never before published, and
interviews with Bond's colleagues, here is the real story of the pipe-smoking, ruthless
ornithologist who introduced the world to the exotic birds of the West Indies.

About the AuthorJim Wright (Allendale, New Jersey) is a prize-winning writer, blogger, and
birding columnist for The [Bergen] Record in northern New Jersey. His books include The Nature
of the Meadowlands, Jungle of the Maya, and Hawk Mountain. Follow his adventures on Twitter
@1realjamesbond, and read his blog at . --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"In the
slim and elegant biography “The Real James Bond,” Jim Wright spills the secrets of Jim Bond
(1900-89)" The Wall Street Journal‘Wonderfully researched, full of surprises, and written with zip
and panache.’ Matthew Gill, author of Goldeneye: Where Bond Was Born: Ian Fleming's
Jamaica"Part biography, part adventure story, and part literary investigation that reveals the
incredible true connection between Bond and Fleming for the very first time. Packed with never-
before-seen photos, insightful analysis, and original interviews with Bond’s colleagues, this
important addition to Bond scholarship belongs on the shelf of every serious 007 fan." Matthew
Chernov, "James Bond Radio"“A refreshingly authentic and engagingly written look at the little
known ornithologist behind the iconic name. Ian Fleming could not have written better.” Pete
Dunne, retired director of the Cape May Bird Observatory and author of Birds of Prey: Hawks,
Eagles, Falcons, and Vultures of North America"If The Real James Bond does nothing more
than convince readers that an ornithologist can be something other than proper, stodgy, or dull,
it will have done a great service. This fast-paced, fun book puts the lie to the Miss Jane
Hathaway stereotype, painting a portrait of a man who more than lived up to his role as reluctant
namesake to the world's favorite secret agent. As an ornithologist, I feel much cooler now." Julie
Zickefoose, author of The Bluebird Effect --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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INTRODUCTIONA Spy Is BornThe name of a man is a numbing blow from which he never
recovers.—Marshall McLuhan, Understanding MediaThis is the story of the most notorious case
of identity theft in history.Long before Ian Lancaster Fleming became a bestselling author, a
single-minded Philadelphia ornithologist named James Bond wrote Birds of the West Indies,
based on repeated expeditions to the Bahamas and the Caribbean from 1927 to 1935. The 480-
page book, published in 1936, featured black-and-white line drawings of birds by noted artist
Earl Poole. It quickly became the must-have book on the subject.Fast forward to early 1952.
Fleming was starting to flesh out his maiden 007 novel, Casino Royale, and needed a name for
his imaginary secret agent. As he would often do when inventing characters for his books,
Fleming simply lifted a name from real life. He looked at the distinctive white dust jacket of Birds
of the West Indies on his bookshelf, noted the author’s name in capital letters, and took it: James
Bond. Period.No middle name. Not even a middle initial.Just nine purloined letters.A spy was
born.Along with Sherlock Holmes and Harry Potter, British secret agent James Bond is one of
the most popular fictional characters in the history of both publishing and moviemaking. Joined
by an array of femme fatales and such villains as Dr. No, Mr. Big, and Auric Goldfinger, Ian
Fleming’s legendary 007 continues to flourish nearly seventy years after the British thriller writer
first put pen to paper at Goldeneye, his winter home in Jamaica.A key part of Bond lore is how
and why Ian Fleming stole the naturalist/author’s name for his fictional spy. Since then, the tale of
Ian Fleming and the real James Bond has developed a life of its own, gradually accumulating
embellishments and inaccuracies—beginning with the oft-repeated assertion that Bond gave
Fleming permission to take his name and that Bond enjoyed the fame.In fact, Bond grew to hate
the 007 connection, even as his wife, Mary, did her best to promote it. And although the
appropriation of his identity caught Bond by surprise, there is a long tradition of ornithologist
spies—including at least seven of his contemporaries. Some people have even speculated that



the real James Bond was a spy as well.The mythology of James Bond will no doubt continue to
grow, but its origins should be rooted in fact. Today, the genuine Bond is known mostly as an
asterisk to the 007 phenomenon. He has become fodder for trivia questions (“What was the first
film to reference ornithologist James Bond, whom Ian Fleming named the character after?”) and
crosswords, such as this clue from the January 10, 2016, New York Times puzzle: Across, 42:
“Ornithologist James of whom Ian Fleming was a fan.”Bond deserves better. From the 1920s
through the 1960s, he took more than one hundred scientific expeditions to the West Indies.
These were the days before jet airliners and online booking services, and he would travel to the
Caribbean for up to nine months at a time, living on a shoestring. The seasick-prone Bond went
from island to island on tramp steamers, canoes, and primitive sailboats in his efforts to collect
and describe specimens of the birds on each island.Map of the West Indies, ca. 1911. Author’s
collectionBond’s fieldwork resulted in his celebrated 1936 book Birds of the West Indies—one of
the first of its kind. It helped introduce the world to such exotic creatures as Cuba’s bee
hummingbird (the world’s smallest bird), the rare Cuban ivory-billed woodpecker, and the
breathtaking red-billed streamertail (the national bird of Jamaica). The book remained in print in
various editions for an incredible seven decades.His research also resulted in his landmark
zoogeographical theory in 1934 that the birds of the Caribbean were most closely related to
North American birds, not South American birds, as had previously been thought. He supported
his theory in dozens of scientific papers over the years.Front cover of Birds of the West Indies,
1936 edition. Courtesy of Jack HollowayThis conclusion eventually led the noted evolutionary
biologist David Lack to propose, in 1973, that the name “Bond’s Line” be used to denote this
boundary between the Lesser Antilles and Tobago. A quarter century earlier, Lack had written
Darwin’s Finches, forever linking Charles Darwin with the thirteen species of finches in the
Galápagos.Similarly, Bond discovered a geographical barrier that had once run across part of
the island of Hispaniola, home to the Dominican Republic and Haiti. Bond found that the animals
are noticeably different on either side of the invisible barrier. It turns out that a shallow sea
channel prevented animals from moving freely across the island many centuries ago. That
barrier is also known as Bond’s Line.James Bond’s Birds of the West Indies helped introduce the
world to the bee hummingbird—the smallest bird on the planet. Photo by authorThe red-billed
streamertail, one of Ian Fleming’s favorite hummingbirds, is the national bird of Jamaica and part
of the logo for . Photo by authorSamuel Turvey and his team from the Zoological Society of
London found a new species of hutia in Haiti and named it after Jim Bond—Plagiodontia aedium
bondi. Courtesy of J. Nunez-Mino, the Last Survivors ProjectLong before the 007 connection,
Bond was a conservationist as well as an ornithologist, campaigning for increased protections
for West Indies bird populations.In the introduction to Birds of the West Indies, Bond wrote: “In
no other part of the world . . . are so many birds in danger of extinction as in the West Indies, and
at least twelve forms have become extinct in the last hundred years. It is to be hoped that the
island authorities will show more concern for the welfare of their birds so there may yet be a
possibility to save the rare species from being annihilated. Bird sanctuaries should be created



where no hunting of any kind is permitted and there should be a complete ban on commercial
collecting.”Although Bond appeared to be a genteel, pipe-smoking naturalist, he was an
adventurer with a reputation for occasional ruthlessness. An expert marksman, he saw birds the
same way John James Audubon did in days of yore—down the barrel of a gun.Over a period of
four decades, Bond collected more than 290 of the 300 bird species known to the West Indies.
Birds, fish, and insects that he found on those islands are in the collections of such museums as
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (ANSP), New York’s American Museum of
Natural History, the Smithsonian, Yale’s Peabody Museum of Natural History, and Harvard’s
Museum of Comparative Zoology.In recognition of Bond’s achievements, researchers have
named a new family of Caribbean plants, several fish, a grasshopper, a stink bug, and a
subspecies of barn owl and seven other birds in his honor.After British scientist Samuel Turvey’s
research team in Haiti discovered a previously unknown species of a mammal called a hutia in
Haiti in 2015, they named it Plagiodontia aedium bondi. “James Bond was the first naturalist to
notice that there was this discontinuity in distributions, which reflects an ancient marine barrier,”
Turvey said in an interview. “Since then, that boundary has been known as Bond’s Line, and that
marked one of the hutia distributions as well.”Naming the rodent after Bond served another
purpose—publicity. “It allowed us to come up with various puns based on various James Bond
film titles and quotes, which helps get the word out about a species which otherwise would
probably not attract much attention or interest,” Turvey said, adding that the media attention also
underscores environmental issues that mammals face on Hispaniola.The real James Bond
appeared on two 2014 postage stamps in the West African nation of Mali. And at least one Bond
movie—Die Another Day—paid homage to the real Bond when Pierce Brosnan’s 007 posed as
an ornithologist who carried a later edition of Birds of the West Indies and eyed a “bird” named
Jinx (Halle Berry) in Cuba.A world traveler for much of his life, Bond was forced to narrow his
range in December 1974, when he had surgery for prostate cancer. He later developed leukemia
and died on Valentine’s Day 1989.The Republic of Mali issued two postage stamps honoring
Bond, one depicting Bond ca. 1965 and the other in his later years. Author’s collectionAn aerial
view of the GoldenEye resort on the north shore of Jamaica. Mark Collins photo, courtesy of
Island Outpost

CHAPTER001Encounter at Goldeneye Goldeneye, Ian Fleming’s legendary retreat in Jamaica,
sits atop a bluff with commanding views of a cerulean-blue Caribbean. The former British naval
intelligence officer first visited the island with his lifelong buddy, Ivar Bryce, when they
participated in a U-boat conference during WWII, and Fleming immediately trained his sights on
returning.As Bryce recounted in his memoir, You Only Live Once, Fleming told him: “I have made
a great decision. When we have won this blasted war, I am going to live in Jamaica. Just live in
Jamaica and lap it up, and swim in the sea and write books. That is what I want to do, and I want
your help, as you will probably get out of the war before I can. You must find the right bit of
Jamaica for me to buy. Ten acres or so, away from the towns and on the coast. Find the perfect



place; I want it signed and sealed. Please help.”After the war, Bryce got to work. The first time he
set eyes on a secluded cliffside property on the north coast, he knew he’d found Fleming’s
perfect place. Bryce bought the 14-acre property for 2,000 pounds—about $8,300—on the
spot.In 1946, Fleming set out to build a modest one-story house on the site, a former donkey
race course. As Matthew Parker recounted in his 2015 biography Goldeneye: Where Bond Was
Born, the area was also known as Rock Edge and Rotten Egg Bay. Fleming specified that the
three-bedroom bungalow be simple, and that the windows have no glass so he could live as
much outdoors as indoors and birds could fly in and out as they pleased.He named the place
Goldeneye, not after the duck of the same name but after a plan he’d developed for the defense
of Gibraltar during the war, and after one of his favorite books, Reflections in a Golden Eye, the
1941 novel by Carson McCullers.It was the perfect spot for a man who loved watching birds,
from the kling-klings (Jamaican grackles) that hung out on his patio to the array of hummingbirds
that darted back and forth between the hibiscus and bougainvillea Fleming had planted.Here,
from mid-January to mid-March for thirteen winters, Fleming wrote his world-famous 007 novels
while on paid leave from his post as foreign news manager for the Sunday Times in London.
Here, he entertained such celebrities as Graham Greene, Errol Flynn, Truman Capote,
Katharine Hepburn, British prime minister Anthony Eden, and Princess Margaret.Kling-klings
(Jamaican grackles) have been getting into mischief at Goldeneye for as long as anyone can
remember. Fleming featured them in The Man with the Golden Gun. Photo by authorIan
Fleming’s bulletwood desk at Goldeneye, where he wrote his 007 novels from 1952 to 1964.
Mark Collins photo, courtesy of Island OutpostAnd here, on February 5, 1964, unexpected
visitors appeared at Fleming’s front entrance.The timing couldn’t have been better, at least as far
as Fleming was concerned. On that sunny Wednesday morning, a film crew from the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation was interviewing the man with the golden typewriter. For Fleming, a
master of self-promotion, the interview dovetailed nicely with the publicity for his latest 007
projects. You Only Live Twice, his eleventh spy novel, was less than two months from publication.
Goldfinger, the third screen adaptation of his 007 thrillers, would arrive that September.Fleming’s
housekeeper, Violet Cummings, greeted the visitors, an American couple in their sixties, on the
grass-covered drive that led from the main road to the bungalow. The man, dressed in light
slacks and a loud patterned shirt that shouted “tourist,” asked if the author was home. Cummings
hurried inside and interrupted Fleming’s interview, exclaiming that “Mister James Bond” was
there to see him. Fleming thought she was joking at first, then agreed to meet his guest. The
thriller writer was about to meet the man whose identity he’d secretly stolen off the dust jacket of
a book on his shelf twelve years earlier. At the scene of the crime.When Ian Fleming greeted Jim
Bond and his wife, Mary, that February morning in 1964, he wore a short-sleeved black
guayabera shirt, matching slacks, and open-toed sandals that he had chosen for the TV
interview. According to Mary Wickham Bond in her 1966 memoir, How 007 Got His Name (“by
Mrs. James Bond”), Fleming’s brow was “beaded with perspiration, his fair hair damp and
curling, British fashion, behind his ears.”The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation interviewed Ian



Fleming at Goldeneye on the same day that Jim Bond arrived unexpectedly. CBC LicensingWhy
might a cool customer like Fleming break a sweat, beyond the camera lights? He didn’t know if
this visitor who called himself James Bond was the genuine article and—if he was—why he had
shown up unexpectedly.As Fleming led the couple past the TV crew’s station wagon to his one-
story home, he turned and wondered aloud: “You’re not coming to threaten me with a libel case,
are you?”Mary Bond laughed. “Of course not. I want to see where the second James Bond was
born.”The fifty-five-year-old Fleming brought his guests into the house and a main room filled
with film cameras, sound equipment, lights, and a television crew of four.In How 007 Got His
Name, Mary described what happened next:“Mr. Fleming, tickled with the drama of the situation,
lived up to his penchant for the unusual. He flung out his arms and exclaimed, ‘This is a bonanza
for the CBC! I never saw the man before in my life, but here he is, the real James Bond, stepped
right into the picture!’ He turned to Jim and said, ‘This’ll sell even more of your books and
mine!’”Bond and Fleming met just once, at Goldeneye, in 1964. Photo by Mary Wickham Bond,
Free Library of Philadelphia, Rare Book DepartmentThe film crew followed Fleming and the
Bonds outside to the terrace, where they stood at the edge of the cliff and looked down to a
perfect sun-drenched beach. The main camera man was hopping about in the shrubbery, quietly
filming the three of them. Bond, quite oblivious to what was going on, kept talking to Fleming
about who knows what. Fleming told him to talk for the camera, but Bond couldn’t have cared
less.“A lot of birds were flying about and one could sympathize with Mr. Fleming’s next question,”
Mary wrote. “‘What kind of birds are they?’ he asked Jim. After all, couldn’t any handsome
stranger drop in and pass himself off as James Bond?”“Cave swallows,” Bond replied. “A very
common species in the Antilles. Do you see the square shape of the tail? If you look closely
you’ll see a chestnut rump.”Fleming nodded, suppressing a smile. The birdman was for real.Jim
Bond immediately got something off his chest. As he told Pete Martin of the Sunday Bulletin
Magazine later that year, “I confessed to Fleming right off when I met him: ‘I don’t read your
books. My wife reads them all but I never do.’ I didn’t want to fly under false colors. Fleming said
quite seriously, ‘I don’t blame you.’”When the film crew left for lunch, the Bonds took a swim with
Fleming and his wife, Ann, sipped rum punch, and dined on a traditional Jamaican dish made of
saltfish and the national fruit, ackee, which when cooked looks like scrambled eggs and tastes
like a buttery potato.Joining the two couples were the Flemings’ house guests from London,
Hilary Bray and his wife, Ginnie. Bond was in good company. Fleming had appropriated Bray’s
name for a character in On Her Majesty’s Secret Service, published the previous year.Fleming
left no doubt about how he got the name for 007 when he inscribed a first edition of You Only
Live Twice to “the real James Bond.” Free Library of Philadelphia, Rare Book DepartmentAs
Mary Bond recounted in How 007 Got His Name, during lunch, Fleming encouraged her, a
published novelist, to write about her husband’s adventures in the Caribbean someday, saying
that “whatever he actually did outshines anything I’ve made my James Bond do.”The visit ended
a couple of hours later with Bond signing the Goldeneye guest book. Fleming told Bond he
deserved a page all his own, adding: “And write it big!”The American then received a copy of the



bestselling author’s latest spy novel, inscribed boldly on the fly page: “To the real James Bond
from the thief of his identity, Ian Fleming, Feb. 5, 1964 (a great day!).”The Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation says the outtakes from that day that include the Bonds no longer
exist, but Mary took a snapshot of the two men. They are standing at the front entrance, with two
of Fleming’s servants waiting in the shadows. Jim Bond stands more than six feet tall, several
inches taller than his host, but Fleming has chosen to stand atop the front step, making his guest
appear shorter. And although Fleming had suffered a major heart attack three years earlier, he
holds a cigarette in his left hand. Both men are smiling. Fleming looks the part of a world-famous
author. Bond looks like some guy on vacation who had happened by.Seeing the contrasts
between the bespectacled American ornithologist and the dapper British spy novelist in the
photo, it’s hard to imagine the two had much in common. Although their paths never crossed
again, their lives shared some similarities. Both men were born into ultrawealthy families at the
start of the twentieth century. As youngsters, both were intrigued by nature. Both lost a parent
when they were young. Both spent their teen years in British boarding schools. (Bond developed
a bit of a British accent there—one that stayed with him the rest of his life and led him to
pronounce such words as “mobile” like a Londoner instead of a Philly boy.) Both went to college
in England and were mediocre students. And after following in their fathers’ footsteps, each of
them pursued financial careers soon after college.Perhaps most important of all, both men
became authors and found ways to spend their winter months in the West Indies doing what
they loved. Fleming created his most lasting work while seated at a typewriter at a red
bulletwood desk at Goldeneye. Bond visited dozens of remote islands, equipped only with a pair
of eagle eyes and a double-barreled shotgun.As Morris Cargill recounted in the book Ian
Fleming Introduces Jamaica, both Fleming and Bond said how much they’d enjoyed that
February day. Fleming remarked about the Bonds: “They couldn’t have been nicer about my theft
of the family name. They said it helped them get through customs.”Hilary Bray wrote to the
Bonds: “It was a red-letter day for Ian, as for everyone else. He used to reflect on it happily. And
when he got back to England he used to relate it as—Goldeneye, the story of the year, 1964. I
don’t think anyone considered it his last Goldeneye, though [his days] were numbered.”The
encounter in Jamaica has become part of 007 lore. Fleming’s twelve spy novels and two short-
story collections have sold more than 100 million copies worldwide, but only a few have sold for
as much as the book that Fleming inscribed to Bond. A first edition of Moonraker, signed by
Fleming to Raymond Chandler with the latter’s occasional hand-jotted comments in the margins,
went for $102,000 at auction in 2004. Four years later, the first edition of You Only Live Twice that
Fleming inscribed to Bond sold at auction to an anonymous bidder for $82,600 (see chapter
007).As things turned out, the thriller writer, Goldeneye, and the ornithologist also had second
lives, and that inscribed copy has taken on a mysterious life of its own. Fleming died after a heart
attack in August 1964. According to biographer Andrew Lycett in Ian Fleming, his last words,
directed to the ambulance attendants on the way to the hospital, were vintage Fleming: “I’m
awfully sorry to trouble you chaps.”But his legacy lives on in the $8 billion 007 empire anchored



by the longest-running franchise in movie history. Over the past half century, the Fleming estate
has hired five authors to write more than two dozen James Bond thrillers.In 1976, Fleming’s
estate sold Goldeneye to Jamaica’s Chris Blackwell, the founder of Island Records and the man
who introduced the world to Bob Marley and reggae. Blackwell had shown the property to
Marley, thinking that the global recording star would want to buy it. When Marley declined,
Blackwell bought it himself, changed the name to GoldenEye with a capital E, and turned it into
one of the most exclusive resorts in the world. While visiting Blackwell at GoldenEye, the pop
singer Sting wrote “Every Breath You Take,” a song not about love and devotion but an obsessive
stalker. Several years later, Bono and the Edge, of the rock band U2, wrote the theme to the
seventeenth 007 film there, naming it “Goldeneye.”The property is now a 52-acre destination for
the very wealthy. A stay in the Fleming Villa, complete with two satellite cottages, swimming
pool, private beach, and tropical garden, starts at more than $5,800 a night. The resort is a few
kilometers from two other landmarks: James Bond Beach and Ian Fleming International
Airport.As for the ornithologist whose name became more famous than he was, “the Real James
Bond” died nearly a quarter century after Fleming, at age eighty-nine. Over those final twenty-
five years, the proper Philadelphian increasingly regretted the 007 connection, especially after
Goldfinger and Pussy Galore landed in American movie theaters and secret agent Bond went
from passing fancy to cultural icon.This portrait of a young Jim Bond was painted by his uncle,
noted artist Carroll Sargent Tyson Jr. Courtesy of David Contosta
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Jeffrey Wahl, “A story you never knew...... What an incredible story! You don't have to be a birder
to be fascinated with Wright's tale of the real James Bond. High quality printing with great
pictures.  You'll want to tell your friends about this story.”

Don Witter, “Great Read.. A fun and informative read. Birders and non-birders will enjoy the
information on the namesake of James Bond 007. The book is fast paced and is a quick and
enjoyable read.”

Greg, “Great Book, interesting, and quality material.. This is a great, well written book - I know
much of the content, however it was presented very well. I always love a book that is made with
quality material, and not flimsy pages.  This is a fantastic book all the way around!  Well done!”

Warren Cooke, ““The Real James Bond” is worth reading.. A very well-written biography - a
quirky but trie story.”

Sylvia Fowler, “The Coolness of James Bond, Ornithologist.. Reading about the real James
Bond, the ornithologist whose name Ian Fleming stole when he wrote his first spy novel to calm
his nerves before getting married, is far more interesting than I might have imagined. I grab every
book about writers I can find, and that was my reason for choosing this one. Luckilyy for Wright,
Bond the ornithologist was a fascinating person, if not perhaps the kind of ornithologist we might
cheer today. In Bond's time, for instance, a gun was more common than a camera and the
specimens collected were shot dead and skinned for preservation. It is really shocking to read
how early taxidermists ended up killing themselves through self-poisoning with arsenic. Wright
seems to have heavily relied upon Bond's wife's book about her husband, but he makes up for it
with all kinds of interesting trivia. The reader cannot help pausing over the list of similarities
between Bond and Fleming. Both came from very wealthy families and had admirable
educations, for starters. Bond, however, was disinherited by his father for no apparent reason
other than that there was a second wife since Bond's mother died young from cancer. That
certainly struck a nerve with me~! Where else, too, is one going to find a history of taxidermy
and a history of the evolution of ornithology, not to mention the prominent names in the field,
especially pertaining to the West Indies, a region of the world favored by both Bond and
Fleming? The book gives insight into Fleming's ability to play double agent in the world of book
reviews: he may have reviewed his own first Bond thriller according to Julia Blakely of the rare
Book Department in the Smithsonian Institution, as she comments on his literary voice being the
same in his letters as in one of the first reviews. After all, Fleming worked for the newspaper
group that owned the Times. he was its Foreign Manager and therefore responsible for "its
stable of correspondents from 1945 . . . until late in 1959." Most writers would like a position like
that so they might all the more easily plug their own books! There is much to amuse in The Real



James Bond, For instance, once the world found out where Fleming got the name for his secret
agent, the Bonds began receiving phone calls from women at night. Mary Bond was a clever
promoter of her husband's work and did not take offense, She would say, "Yes, James is here,
but this is Pussy Galore and he is busy now."”

Maria-Anne, “Not what I expected but glad I read the book.. If you are looking for a thrilling spy
novel this is not it.This book gave some insight in the writer "Ian Fleming" and the person whose
name he stole to become the main character in his James Bond books.The real Mrs. James
Bond was an interesting character in her own way. I might have to read her book "To James
Bond with Love" . If her husband had let her I think she would have used publicity to its max.
The real Jim Bond rather stayed away from the public eye and lived for his discoveries and
studies of birds.A connection is made between the possibility of ornithologists who contributed
to covert operations been able to easily go into a territory carrying a shotgun and field glasses
and nobody would be given it a second thought.I was a bit unsettling to learn how many birds
where killed for the purpose of studying them and museum displays but I should have realized
that was the way it was done.”

Gary Markowski, “A unique story with broad appeal. Jim Wright’s THE REAL JAMES BOND fires
on all cylinders. Mr. Wright provides a detailed and well researched history of one of the most
prolific ornithologists to have covered the West Indies. This compelling tale is balanced with the
story of how his fictitious namesake became known throughout the world as 007. There is also
surprising and detailed historical reference to the world of international espionage and
ornithology, bridging together both worlds of the two Mr. Bonds.This book will likely appeal to a
broader spectrum of readers than one might think. Factual and fictional James Bonds are
treated with great care to bring both stories to life. From the clever cover artwork and bountiful
photos and other images, the book is artistically appealing and very enjoyable to read.”

Mr G, “Many thanks.. Great.”

Corinna Cooke, “Fast!. The book arrived right on time, and my daughter is enjoying the book.”

The book by Jim Wright has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 49 people have provided feedback.
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